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ABSTRACT

Genetic Algorithms are biologically-inspired computational methods commonly used for many different optimization problems in various domains. They are also known to require significant computational time to produce optimal solutions. This paper presents a genetic algorithm library that encompasses the main genetic operations such as selection, recombination and mutation. The library can be run in serial or parallel form using Intel's Thread Building Blocks which is a cross-platform multi-threading library. An evaluation with different benchmark functions has shown that the parallel implementation can achieve up to 3:1 speed-up over the serial implementation on a dual core computer with ordinary specifications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Genetic Algorithms (GA) have been used in many areas to reach optimal solutions for various kinds of optimization problems [1, 2]. In many domains, the number of genes in chromosomes that represent the individuals (i.e. candidate solutions) of a population would become very large. The processing times required for these algorithms to find optimal solutions may not scale well, when the chromosome sizes and/or the number of individuals increase.

The performance also depends on the complexity of the fitness function. In order to overcome this problem as well as the one mentioned above, parallelism need to be utilized to compute fitness values concurrently. This embedded parallel calculation will reduce the computational time in GAs. This will allow GAs to be employed in a wider range of areas that need large numbers of genes in their individuals or have complex fitness functions. There are library solutions [3, 4] that employ Graphics Processing Unit's (GPU) threading features (e.g. CUDA), however, using them requires having a modern graphics card which can be still considered as expensive in the market.

Regardless of whether serial or parallel computation is used, the GA community needs a framework that the researchers can easily download and use in their applications. The software given in this study provides an easy to use, compact, yet complete GA framework with both serial and parallel computation options of fitness values.

2. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

The GA framework presented here is written in C++ language. The class features of this language allowed following a modular, user-friendly and reusable design. Parallelism was implemented using Intel's Thread Building Blocks (TBB) [5] which has superior features over its alternatives such as OpenMP or native threads. These features include concurrent data structures or independence of compiler support. The former advantage was utilized in the design that computed fitness values concurrently for each sample over a population which is a list structure. The latter advantage is that the TBB library can be used along with any compiler for different platforms.

The following sections will elaborate the framework design and how the parallelism was incorporated into this design.

2.1. Classes

The developed framework has the following class structure:

2.1.1. GeneModel

This class has a single data member for storing a single piece of information, a gene, and a function to perform mutation on this gene. The example code uses a Boolean data as the gene, however the GeneModel class allows including user-defined data types for different problems.
2.1.2. Sample
The Sample class represents the chromosome of an individual which is a candidate solution the optimisation problem. The class has data members to store gene information stored as collection of GeneModel objects, sample identifier, the fitness value for this sample along with normalized and accumulated values for the fitness value. The latter two values are used for the selection process in the algorithm.

This class includes a calling method for the GeneModel class' mutate method. Note that random selection of the genes for mutation operation is performed here before the actual mutation is carried out on the GeneModel.

2.1.3 Population
This class serves as the container for all the individuals in the population. The class employs Intel's TBB for computing the fitness values for all individuals concurrently using a blocked range<int> construct where the integer value designates the index in the collection storing the Sample objects.

Service methods for adding new samples to the population, sorting based on fitness values and cleaning up the population (i.e. removing the samples with lows fitness values from the population) also reside in this class.

2.1.4. Algorithm
The core algorithms in GA were implemented in this class. The class definition shows the general outline of GA with call hierarchy of the methods. The first method is the one that checks the GA run parameters which defines some logical constraints such as the cut length size cannot exceed the size of the chromosome.

A GA run is performed by the method with the same name with two input parameters namely the population and the number of generations. This method calls the evolvePopulation method to perform the following operations inherent to any GA:

1. Selection
2. Recombination
3. Mutation
4. Fitness evaluation and clean up

Selection This operation requires the initial fitness values of the individuals to be computed for two implemented selection approaches, roulette-wheel and tournament [6]. The former method uses the accumulated fitness values to perform selection. In this approach, the selection probability of an individual is directly proportional with its fitness value. The latter selection method creates specified number of tournaments of specific tournament size. The fittest individuals of all tournaments are selected, creating a new tournament and finally yielding a selected individual. Both selection methods fill a mating-pool which will be used for creating new individuals to be added to the population.

Recombination This phase correspond to the `exploitation' stage [7] where the current genetic information is crossed-over to produce siblings. The library offers several different forms of recombination including one-point, two-point, uniform and whole-arithmetic recombination for both integer (or binary) and real-valued gene information.

Mutation The `exploration' stage in GA aiming to avoid local optima is the mutation operation. Here, the genetic information in the chromosome is altered in a random fashion. The mutation in the algorithm is applied to every individual in the population, except for the elite individuals i.e. ones with high fitness values. The reason behind this is that the population should keep the best-so-far individuals to keep the overall fitness of the population in a non-decreasing trend.

Fitness evaluation and clean up The final evaluation of the individual fitness values are carried out at this stage in order to take the effect of the mutation operation into account for the overall population fitness. The last operation here is sorting the individuals in descending order of fitness values and removing the ones with lower fitness values so that the population sizes will remain under the limit.
2.1.5. Benchmark and test functions
The developed library employs a number of test functions in a benchmark form used for evaluating the performance of the parallel implementation in comparison with the serial version. Table 1 depicts the most common benchmark functions used in the evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OneMax</td>
<td>$\sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i$</td>
<td>$x_i \in {0, 1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>$\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2$</td>
<td>$-5.12 \leq x_i \leq 5.12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackley</td>
<td>$-20 \exp(-0.2 \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2}) - \exp(\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \cos(2\pi x_i)) + 20 + e$</td>
<td>$-32 \leq x_i \leq 32$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwefel</td>
<td>$\sum_{i=1}^{n} (-x_i \sin(\sqrt{</td>
<td>x_i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rastrigin</td>
<td>$10n + \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i^2 - 10\cos(2\pi x_i))$</td>
<td>$-5.12 \leq x_i \leq 5.12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenbrock</td>
<td>$\sum_{i=1}^{n-1} (100(x_i^2 - x_{i+1})^2 + (1 - x_i)^2)$</td>
<td>$-2.048 \leq x_i \leq 2.048$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griewank</td>
<td>$1 + \frac{1}{4000} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} \cos(\frac{\pi x_i}{\sqrt{3}})$</td>
<td>$-512 \leq x_i \leq 512$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The test functions are indexed in the GenericHeader.h with a constant value. These indices were used to access a dynamic function pointer array to call these test functions. The mentioned header file also includes compiler directives to include the collection classes such as the vector.

2.1.6. Utility
This class is the container class for all GA run parameters involving the initial and maximum population sizes, tournament size, mutation rate, recombination type, etc. Two utility methods for random number and index generation also reside as the static members of this class.

3. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
This section presents examples to run a minimal GA. The first step in the algorithm is modelling the problem with a suitable GeneModel. This is done by changing the data variable in this class for a single gene. The changes should be performed for the complete chromosome structure. Before proceeding, it is also imperative to define the algorithm specific parameters which include the initial and maximum population sizes, mutation rates, number of elite individuals as well as the selection method to be used.

```cpp
Sample sample;
vector<GeneModel> sampleGene;
for (int i = 0; i < Utility::GENE SIZE; i++)
{
    double value = Utility::randomValueGenerator();
    GeneModel geneModel;
    geneModel.data = value;
    sampleGene.push_back(geneModel);
}
```

The created chromosome structure can then be assigned to an individual in the GA using

```cpp
Sample::setSample(sampleGene);
```

A population of individuals are then created by adding the created samples to the population:

```cpp
Population population;
population.addSample(sample);
```

Note that this population comprises of a single individual after the previous code snippet. Any number of sample can be added to the population according to the problem definition using the same addSample function.
Once a population of individuals are created, then the GA can be run using the static run function of the Algorithm class for a specified number of generations for a given test function

```
Algorithm::run(population, NumberOfGenerations, ONEMAX);
```

The GA can be run in parallel mode by setting the RUN_PARALLEL variable true before calling the run function.

### 4. IMPACT AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the performance of the parallel implementation we conducted an experiment for optimizing various benchmark functions. Visual Studio 2012 was used as the compiler and development environment on a machine that has dual core Intel Core i5-3470 processor (3.20Ghz) with 4GB RAM and running 32 bit Windows 7. It is worth reiterating here that both the source code and the TBB library can be run on any operating system.

A t-test [8] was applied to compare the serial and parallel implementations. Table 2 shows the achieved performance using parallelism. Results indicate that there are statistically significant differences between serial and parallel execution modes. t-Stat values smaller than the t Critical values for both one and two tailed test point to significance of the results with \( P(T \leq t) \) very close to zero as a measure of the confidence on the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Serial</th>
<th>Parallel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>14111.2239</td>
<td>5816.9587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>906459545.6</td>
<td>1.11E+08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>0.9864</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesized Mean Difference</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Stat</td>
<td>3.8446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(T ≤ t) one-tail</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Critical one-tail</td>
<td>1.6634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(T ≤ t) two-tail</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Critical two-tail</td>
<td>1.9890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figs.1 to 7 show individual performance results for different chromosome and population sizes for the tested seven benchmark functions of varying complexity where the performance differences can also be observed.
Figure 1 Performance of the serial and parallel versions of the genetic algorithm for OneMax function.
S: Serial, P: Parallel

Figure 2 Performance of the serial and parallel versions of the genetic algorithm for Sphere function.
S: Serial, P: Parallel
**Figure 3** Performance of the serial and parallel versions of the genetic algorithm for Ackley function.
S: Serial, P: Parallel

**Figure 4** Performance of the serial and parallel versions of the genetic algorithm for Schwefel function.
S: Serial, P: Parallel
Figure 5 Performance of the serial and parallel versions of the genetic algorithm for Rastrigin function. 
S: Serial, P: Parallel

Figure 6 Performance of the serial and parallel versions of the genetic algorithm for Rosenbrock function. 
S: Serial, P: Parallel
5. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a GA framework for optimisation problems. The framework includes various selection, recombination and mutation operators commonly used in such evolutionary algorithms. It is well known that evolutionary algorithms may take a significant amount of time to yield optimal results. An important feature of the developed framework is that it is based on the Intel's TBB library allowing parallelism in order to improve the execution performance of GA. The library is cross-platform, hence can be used on different operating systems.

The framework was tested on several benchmark functions, results have revealed that the parallel mode has significantly lower execution time. A statistical test was also used to confirm this outcome. It has been shown that up to three-fold speed-up can be achieved on a dual core computer.

The authors believe that the framework developed in this study will be beneficial to a wider range of users when freely available online for both research and education communities.
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